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The stricter attitude toward licensing of ordinary occupations reached its culmination when, in a well reasoned opinion, the North Carolina Supreme Court flatly reversed the decision in *State v. Lawrence* and declared that the statute setting up the State Board of Photographic Examiners violates Article I, Sections 1, 17, and 31 of the Constitution of the State of North Carolina. This decision removes the inconsistency in our law brought about by the departure in *State v. Harris* from the attitude taken in the *Lawrence* case, and makes it plain that engaging in ordinary occupations having no special connection with the objectives of the police power may not be restricted by the enactment of licensing statutes. The earlier haphazard enactment of licensing statutes and uncritical judicial approval of them appears during the eleven years since the *Lawrence* case to have given way to a legislative attitude requiring that these enactments be justified by a bona fide public purpose, and to a judicial policy of close scrutiny of such enactments to ascertain whether they genuinely protect the public health, safety, morals, or general welfare and thus bear an actual relationship rather than a theoretical one to these objectives of the police power.

ROBERT LEE HINES.

Civil Procedure—Less Than Unanimous Jury Verdicts

A recent discussion in a Senate Committee of the 1949 state legislature concerned the feasibility of introducing a bill to provide for less than unanimous verdicts in civil cases. Although no action was taken in the matter, it would seem timely to consider briefly herein the arguments for and against a modification of our current requirement of unanimity.

At common law a jury verdict meant a unanimous verdict. There-
fore, when the American states used the expression, "trial by jury," in their constitutions, it has been uniformly held that this meant a verdict to which all of the jurors assented and that any legislation providing for majority verdicts where jury trial is a matter of right would be unconstitutional in the absence of an express constitutional provision authorizing such a change.

The Seventh Amendment to the United States Constitution requires that trials by jury shall be according to the course of the common law, but it has been established that this requirement is not applicable to the states, for the provisions of the Seventh Amendment apply only to the federal government. And the great weight of authority is to the effect that the due process requirement of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution does not even require a jury trial in a state court. Hence it is not a violation of the federal constitution for a state to authorize a verdict by less than the full number of jurors.

Our North Carolina Constitution guarantees the right of trial by jury in civil cases saying that "... the ancient mode of trial by jury is one of the best securities of the rights of the people and ought to remain sacred and inviolable." That this means a unanimous verdict is well established. This would indicate beyond doubt that any attempt to change the law of North Carolina would have to be by a constitutional amendment.

There are two types of constitutional provisions that have been
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used to authorize majority verdicts—self-executing and non-self executing. In the former there is no need for further legislative action while in the latter the provisions for less than unanimous verdicts are effectuated only by legislative enactments.

In discussing the jury system, some writers have urged a limited use only of civil juries while others have advocated abolishing the jury in civil cases. Still others feel that the civil jury is not likely to be done away with; hence the jury system should be reformed by permitting the use of majority verdicts.

The arguments advanced are that the unanimous verdict is kept only because of traditional reluctance to change from the status quo; that many lawyers are opposed for purely selfish reasons; that the present unanimity is apparent and not real; that with the unanimity requirement, strong jurors coerce weak jurors; that unanimity gives one recalcitrant or dishonest juror the power to hold up the whole judicial process; that the use of majority verdicts is now widespread; that our democratic form of government is based on the rule of the majority; that jurors come from varied backgrounds and expecting twelve
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such people to agree, especially on complicated factual situations, is ridiculous;\textsuperscript{23} that there are too many hung juries;\textsuperscript{24} that the change would deal a serious blow to the practice of tampering with and fixing a jury;\textsuperscript{25} that court calendars would be cleared up because of fewer retrials;\textsuperscript{26} that the nominal verdicts so often rendered by unanimous juries are most often unjust;\textsuperscript{27} that if there is a real danger from hasty majority verdicts, the state could specify a time within which the verdict must be unanimous;\textsuperscript{28} and that the reluctance of people to sit on juries under the present system because of the time consumed in trying to get a unanimous verdict would no longer be present.\textsuperscript{29}

Advocates of the requirement of unanimity reply that the unanimous verdict should be retained as it is an old and cherished feature of the American plan for the administration of justice;\textsuperscript{30} that litigants have more confidence in it;\textsuperscript{31} that the hung jury is typically American in that it dignifies the rights of the minority;\textsuperscript{32} that a change would result in the bringing of a greater number of doubtful suits and would result in unduly large assessments of damages by a majority in a hurry to render a verdict;\textsuperscript{33} that rash decisions by a weak majority would follow;\textsuperscript{34} that alleged prejudicial jurors which cause hung juries are eliminated by the prior examination of jurors by competent counsel;\textsuperscript{35} that unanimity is required to offset the advantages which the plaintiff receives from the order of procedure;\textsuperscript{36} that after all, hung juries are relatively few and retrial often proves that the views of dissenting jurors were right;\textsuperscript{37} that the change to a majority verdict would bring on confusion from more motions for retrial for misconduct of jurors, more new trials being granted, and more appeals based on adverse rul-
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ings on the motions for retrial, and that the end result of it all would be more expense in labor and delay than caused now by the unanimity requirement.

An extra consideration to be noted is the problem presented in any state using special verdicts and permitting majority verdicts as to whether or not the same majority of the jurors should agree on all the issues of the case. The Wisconsin courts have held that since the intent of the less than unanimous provisions are merely to reduce the required number of jurors that need assent to a valid verdict, the agreement of the same jurors is necessary on all the essential questions. Washington reaches the opposite result. It has been argued that the Wisconsin result is the more logical since the questions of the special verdict express the steps that would be necessary to find a general verdict and disagreement in the answering of any one of these questions should have the same effect as such a disagreement would have in the finding on that fact if the jury was to return a general verdict. The Washington position has been supported as the better one on the ground that "the change from unanimous verdicts recognizes that juries are engaged not in finding the 'truth' but are venturing opinions which as such establish probabilities of fact sufficient in the judgment of the legislature to warrant a verdict. Consequently an agreement of the stipulated majority on any question presented is an adequate indication of probability to conform to the legislative requirement and therefore should be sufficient." In connection with this problem, it should be noted that many states which have permitted less than unanimous verdicts require all the jurors assenting to the verdict to sign it so as to prevent litigation on the question of which of the jurors assented to particular issues and also whether the required number acquiesced.

The widespread use today of majority verdicts is shown by the fact that fourteen states permit a verdict by three-fourths of the jurors;
six states permit a verdict by five-sixths of the jurors;\textsuperscript{47} Nebraska allows a five-sixths verdict after six hours deliberation;\textsuperscript{48} Minnesota allows a five-sixths verdict after twelve hours deliberation;\textsuperscript{49} Montana and Virginia allow a two-thirds verdict;\textsuperscript{50} Iowa permits a valid verdict by a bare majority if the parties stipulate it;\textsuperscript{51} Colorado permits the parties to stipulate any majority;\textsuperscript{52} and the Texas Constitution would permit a less than unanimous verdict,\textsuperscript{53} but by statute\textsuperscript{54} the constitutional provision for three-fourths verdicts is limited to situations where one or more jurors is disabled from sitting. The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure\textsuperscript{55} provide that the parties may stipulate that a verdict or finding of a stated majority of the jurors would be valid as the verdict or finding of the jury.

It is submitted that the people of North Carolina should give consideration to the question of whether or not the requirement of unanimity is outmoded and should be abolished. If it should be decided to abolish it, attention should be given in the drafting of the necessary constitutional amendment and the ensuing legislation, if any is required, to the advisability of making definite provision therein for the agreement to be required in connection with the separate issues submitted to the jury and for a signing of the verdict.

\textbf{John M. Simms.}

\textbf{Constitutional Law—Denial of Due Process—Insufficient Time to Prepare Defense}

A person accused of crime is guaranteed the right to be represented by counsel.\textsuperscript{1} This right to representation necessarily includes an oppor-